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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the introduction to [6], which dates back to 1962, the author, after 
reminding the reader of what a Baer invariant was, wrote, “It had long been 
felt that there is a deeper connection between Baer’s work and the homological 
methods in algebra developed since.” He then set out this connection. 
Although that paper dealt with the special case of A-algebras, the author 
pointed out that his results were valid for any type of the so called groups 
with multiple operators, or Q-groups [8]. It had been shown before [4] that, 
if C is any variety of Q-groups and V CC a subvariety, then it is possible to 
associate with V a subfunctor I/’ and a quotient functor r = I/P- of the 
identity functor I in C. In [6] it was shown that the equivalent for A-algebras 
(and in general for any variety of Q-groups) of the Baer invariants can be 
obtained from F’ and U as derived functors. These are what one may call 
absolute invariants; relative invariants can be obtained by consideration of 
pairs of varieties V, , V, C C. 0 ne also finds in [6] a five term exact sequence 
of considerable importance. Particular cases of this sequence, deduced 
independently by different methods, were subsequently used b!, several 
authors in order to obtain interesting results [9, 12, 13, 16, 171. 
On the other hand in [14], MacDonald suggested a method of obtaining, 
as derived functors in the category of groups, some of the old Baer invariants 
and, in addition, many other invariants not in Baer’s list. 
In this paper we show how it is possible to give, in very simple terms, a 
general theory which holds for any category C of Q-groups and any ideal 
subfunctorL of the identity functor in C. One can obtain, as derived functors, 
all the Baer invariants (whenever definable), the equivalent of RIacDonald’s 
“invariants not in Baer’s list,” and the five term exact sequence. In fact the 
whole procedure, when one places oneself in this general context, is rather 
elementary, all one needs, besides such fundamental concepts as those of 
kernel, image, etc., is the basic lemma on connecting homomorphisms. When 
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one considers L to be a variety functor V, then the results can be sharpened, 
but the theory becomes a little less elementary; the basic and more profound 
results for a variety functor are to be found in [6]. 
2. GENERALIZED BAER INVARIAKTS 
We shall work in a category C of Q-groups, i.e., groups which admit a set 
Q of finitary operators. For this concept and properties of Q-groups we refer 
the reader to [S, 31. Henceforth, unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term 
group will mean Q-group for a given, fixed Q. 
Associated with C is the category C’ of ideaZpairs (A, / A,), where A, , d, 
are objects of C and A, is an ideal of A, (we write 4, 4 A,). A morphism 
(q~r j yO): (A, / A,) --j (B, / B,) in C’ consists of a pair p)“: A, -j B,, , yr: A, -+ B, 
of morphisms in C such that q1 is the restriction to A, of p),, . Each morphism 
in C’ therefore induces, in a natural and obvious way, a morphism 4,/4, + 
B,/B, in C. Two morphisms (vr j q+,), (& /J,,): (A, / A,) -> (B, 1 B,) in C’ 
are said to be reZated if they induce the same morphism between 4,/A, and 
I&/B, . The ideal pair (A, 1 ,4,) is said to be a presentation of the group A if 
A,/A, .s A. \Ve shall speak of C-free or C-projective presentations (or, for 
brevity, free or project&e presentations) when i3, is C-free or C-projective 
respectively. 
The basic lemma on connecting homomorphisms (“snake lemma”) is 
valid in the category C. 
Each subfunctor L of the identity functor I in C defines a functor 
L,,: C’ + C by taking L,(A, 1 A,,) = L(A,). Let FL denote the set of functors 
S: C’ ---i) C with the properties: 
(i) S(A, 1 A,) Q L,(;4, I A,,) for every ideal pair (-4, 1 4,)) (we write 
s 4 L,); 
(ii) whenever (?r I vu), (I/+ ; &,): (A, 1 A,) --f (B, j B,) are related, then 
xyo = x&, (mod S(B, 1 I?,)) for all x EL,(A, 1 A,). 
1. PROPOSITION. If (‘+I1 i .4,) and (S,’ 1 iz,,‘) are two projectizle presentations 
of A and if SE FL, then 
The proof of this proposition-and of many of the ensuing ones-is 
straightforward and will be omitted. What the proposition states is that 
L,(A, 1 A,)/S(A, / A,,) is independent, up to isomorphism, of the choice of 
projective presentation of A, and may be viewed as a functor of A. 
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Any entity defined in terms of a presentation of a group A, but which, to 
within isomorphism, is independent of the choice of the particular presenta- 
tion within a certain class, will be called a generalized Baev invariant (gBi) 
OfA. 
We shall need the concepts of word, of law, and of variety. Let IYm denote 
the free Q-group in the alphabet {x1 , .~a ,...I [8]; by a word we shall mean an 
element of S, For the remaining concepts we refer the reader to [15] and 
{3]. Let W be a set of words and A a group: the verbal subgroup W(-4) of A 
corresponding to W is the subgroup of A generated by all the values in A of 
all the words in MT. The verbal ideal W[A] of A corresponding to W is the 
ideal of A generated by those values. If  W is the set of all the words which 
are laws in a given set of groups, then W[A] == W(A) (cf. [7]). 
I f  C is the category of all Q-groups for a given Q, then C is a variety. 
C being a variety, let V C C be another variety whose set of laws is Jf, and let 
F and F’ denote C-free groups. Then Proposition 1 has the following 
COROLLARY. If (A, I A,,) and (A,’ i 21,‘) are two presentations of A with 
,4,, = F/V(F), A,’ :z F’/V(F’), i.e., if A, and il,’ are both V-free groups, then 
relation (1) holds. 
It is convenient to remark that, if (A, 1 A,,) and (A,’ I .4,‘) are respectively 
a C-free and a V-free presentation of -4, then in general relation (I) does not 
hold. But this corollary shows that it is not necessary to reformulate the whole 
theory when one wishes to include the “similarly reduced case,” as in [14]. 
2. PROPOSITIOK. I f  L is a subfunctou of the identity functor in C, then 
is a gBi. 
3. PROPOSITION. For ever>! subfunctov L of the identity functor in C, F, 
is not the emptll set. 
4. PROPOSITION. For every subfunctor L of the identity funrtor in C, FL 
has a minimal element. 
Proof. For every ideal pair (4, 1 A,) we define 
-%(4 I 4) = (-) {Sk% I =13 I S E FL); 
this is still an element of FL . 
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5. PROPOSITION. L,(A, [ A,)/L,(A, [ A,) is a gBi and so are AJA, and 
l&4,/A,). 
6. PROPOSITION. (A, 1 A,) being an ideal pair, the sequence 
o+ 4nwlJ - w4l) LG4”) 
-&(A, I A,) L,(A, I 4 -TlnL(A,) -’ 
(4 
is exact; if L u I, then the sequence 
(&+ 4nWd --f -wcl) -4l ,4,,‘A, 
MA, I 24,) 4% I 4 -+ A, - L(A,),‘(A, n L(A,)) - ’ (2’) 
is exact; the terms of both sequences are gBi’s. 
The fact that all the terms are gBi’s means that, if we decide to confine 
ourselves to projective presentations of A, we may write them more concisely 
with -4 as the argument. We may put, for instance, 
LMJ 
-4, n L(A,) = VL(A)’ 
Jx‘%) _____ = DL(A); 
-WG I -4) 
9, n L(A,) 
L&4, 1 A,) = AL(A); 
-&IA, d 
L(A,)/(A4, n L(rZ,)) x L(A) x l”(A)* 
As we know, VL, DL, AL and iI1 are functors of A. 
From now on we assume that L (1 I. 
7. PROPOSITION. Suppose L <i I. Then the sequences 
0 --t AL(A) + DL(A) ---f VL(A) - 0, 
0 + AL(A) ---f DL(A4) -j A --f M(A) ---f 0 
(3) 
(3’) 
are exact and natural. 
We have a simplification in the following case: 
8. PROPOSITION. I f  L Q I and L preserves surjections, then VL(A) z L(A). 
We consider now an exact sequence in C: 
O-tCftBS~4-t0. (4) 
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Following [6] we choose projective presentations (A1 j A,) of A and (B, I B,) 
of B such that -!I0 = B, , and consider the diagram 
where the rows arc exact, lz andj arc the maps induced byfandg respectively, 
and N, ,B, y  the maps induced by the inclusions: 
-wb I -4) c -31 > L,,(dl / A”) : L(A,) c A” , 
I&4 ~ B,) C J% t L,,(B, / 4,) W,,) C 4, . 
Every term in the above diagram is a gBi. 
wen tile exart sequence (4) and the suhfunctor L SC. I, then t11e9~0;:~~Ez~~~~~ . ‘ 
0 ----+ ker IIL(g) -----f DL(B) wil) DL(A) -+ 0 
has exact t3zc.s am1 is covnmutatiee, and the sequence 
0 + ker y  - AL(B) -+ AL(A) -> C/in1 y  - M(B) - 6/((,4) -+ 0 (7) 
is exact and natural. 
Proof. Apply the snake lemma to diagram (5). \f*e remark that im y  
(L,(A, ~ -4,) + B,)/B, , in terms of the projective presentations (-Jr -1,,) and 
(B, / B,,) with -4” ~ B,, . 
10. PROPOSITION. If a func~or R : C’ -+ C is a subfunctov of I,,, szd~ that 
L, C R, then R(.4, : A,)jL,(il, j A,,) is a gBi. In particular, as rce know, 
(A, n L(A4,,))‘L,(d, ; il,) is a gBi. 
Let T be a subfunctor of I such that T CI, . .I I. In order to lighten the 
notation we shall write (T n A41)/(T n L,) instead of 
(TM,) n i3,)/(%4,) nL,(4 I 4)), 
and similarly in different cases. 
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11. PROPOSITION. Let T be a subfunctor of I such that T CL. Then 
T/(l’nL,)isagBiandT,CTnL,, where T1 is dejned as in Proposition 4. 
Let 3: Tt(l’ n L,) + L/(L n A,) be the map induced by the inclusions 
TCL andLtC.4,. 
12. PROPOSITION. a: is a natural transformation offunctors; (T n a,)/( T n L,) 
and (T + --l,),‘r3, aye gBi’s; if T -c I, then (L + A,)/( T + A,) is a gBi. 
Proof. For instance: the first expression is ker 01, the second is im 01. 
\\‘e may choose symbols to denote more concisely some of these invariants. 
We ha\.-e written L/(L n A,) = VL. We may put, as well, 
T n A 
--L .z A I’& 
1 
TnL, 
~ = DTL, 
T 
TnL, Tn A, 
= -l-T. (8) 
\I+e then have the following exact, natural sequence 
0 -h ATL - DTL --f VT + 0, (9) 
which bears some resemblance to sequence (3) in Proposition 7. 
3. INVARIANTS ASSOCIATED WITH ~~ARIETIES 
Let us now suppose that L is a subfunctor associated with a variety V 
[4, 61. 1Ye shall then denote it by I’, a letter which we have already employed 
to denote the set of all laws of V. In fact the subfunctor associated with V 
is precisely the functor which associates with every ,4 E C the verbal subgroup 
li(=l) (which is a verbal ideal, as we know). For it has been shown [4] that a 
subfunctor L of I is associated with a variety if and only if: (i) for every 
=1 E c, L&-I) -7 -4; (ii) L preserves surjections. And one easilv sees that v  
has all the required properties. 
We shall now put c(/l) = L4,il,-(,4) and 
It has been show-n [6] (and this is precisely the nontrivial part of the theory) 
that, given an ideal pair (A, [ -4,,), then V,(A, I &) is the ideal of A,, generated 
by the set of values P(_4, / ,4,). From Theorem 9 we have im y  = 
(ri(=1r --I,,) ;- B,)/B, . Since V,(A, I ,4,) is just a set of values of a set of 
words, and bearing in mind that, if 9 is a homomorphism and .f(%) a word, 
then.f(%)(p =: f(Fp), one easily sees that 
(7;(A, I A,) + IQ/B, ES 7i(a4,/BI j A,/B,) cx k;(C : B). 
And so one has [6]. 
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13. THEOREM. Given the exact sequence (4) and the wariety subfunctor J, 
then the sequence 
O+ &r-y+ fl J/(B) ---f A L-(A) 
-+ cfi r ;(c ! q --+ up) --f u(A) + 0 
is exact and natural. 
(10) 
An exact sequence such as (4) is said to be V-central if J;(C j B) :-- 0. 
In this case sequence (10) takes on a simpler form. 
For every ideal pair (Al j A,) one has the following relations: JY(A,) C 
C’,(Ag, I A,) C A, n J/(/Q. The first inclusion can be seen from inspection of 
the values in J/-(A, 1 A,); th e second results from Propositions 3 and 4. The 
following result [6] is worth mentioning: 
14. PROPOSITION. Fov ezevy ideal pniv (A, A,) one has 
An ideal J ~4 A is called central if it is contained in the center of --I, i.e., 
if [J, A] 0. A homomorphism v: C - B will be called central if im g, is 
central in B; and an exact sequence such as (4) will be called central if SC, is 
c ---f B. 
COROLLARY. The exact sequence 
0 - A J’(A) --t DV(A) ---f V(A) ---f 0 
is centra2 and, in particular, [A V(A), A l/(A)] = 0. 
4. CHAINS OF SUBF~JNCTORS 
\Ve shall now suppose that we have been given two sequences, (Lnj and 
{T”), finite or infinite, of subfunctors of I satisfying the following inclusions: 
(i) L1 1 L’ r) “‘; 
(ii) T13 T”3 ‘*‘; 
(iii) for every 12, T” CL’” 4 .7. 
15. PROPOSITION. L” 3 I n+l 3 Lln 3 L;“l. 1 
Proof. Use Proposition 11. 
We now state with reference to the present context something we already 
k now : 
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16. PROPOSITION. For every n the following expressions are gBi’s: 
LTL L” L” n A 
d, 
Tn T” A A, T” 
L"nA,' v' L17L T'"nI n ' Jl T'"nL n ' 1 TWA,’ 
The inclusions stated in the hypotheses induce certain maps between 
certain pairs of these gBi’s. We shall consider only the following: 
is T’ ST’ T” ‘j-7’ r\ L,r + T”nLIS ’ r > s; 
YsT: 
T’ n -4, T” n A, 
TTnL,’ -+ T”nL,” ’ 
r > s; 
8,T: T’ 
1’” 
T’n A, -+ T”n A, ’ 
r > s. 
17. PROPOSITION. (i) PST, ysr, SST define natural transformations of functors; 
(ii) for r > s the following expressions are gBi’s: 
Tr n LIS Tr + (TS n L,") 
TTnLlr ' TsnLls ' 




(iii) if one has T” u I for every s, then for r > s the following expres- 
sions are gBi’s: 
T' T" TTnA, 
TrnLls ' Tr+(TsnLls) ' TTnLIS ' 
TsnA, T" 
(T'n A,) +(TSnLls) ' Tr+(TsnA,) ' 
Proof. These expressions are kernels, images, etc., of the indicated maps. 
We remark that the map 
T” T” 
TmnLlr ---f TnnLls m>r>s m>n>s, 
induced by the inclusions stated in the hypotheses, yields the more general 
type of gBi: (Tm n L,“)/(T”” n LIT). W e may even put Lo = I, so that 
Ll”(4 I A,) = A, > allowing s to be 0 and so embracing with this formula 
several of the gBi’s mentioned before. 
481/40/2-20 
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Again we may choose certain symbols to denote more concisely all or some 
of the gBi’s we have listed. We may, for instance, put, for m > r 1.1 s: 
and then write the following exact sequence, for m ;; r ‘2: s, 111 >Z n I : s: 
0 A A T”jL’.” + DT”lL ---f DT’“L” --f 0. (13) 
For a subfunctor T C I such that T CL” C L”-l C .‘. C L1 one obtains a 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 
0 -- ATL’(A) ----f DTL’(A) - VT(A) pf 0 
1 !9 1 rl’ 1 (14) 
0 ---+ ATLT~~(A) -+ DTLT-l(A) - VT(A) ---f 0, 
with r i\i,..., 1; the vertical maps are induced by the obvious inclusions. 
The exactness and commutativity of the diagram become entirely obvious 
when one writes its terms in terms of a projective presentation of A. A par- 
ticular case corresponds to T = L”. In any case one has: 
Ker pT z Ker rlr; Cokerpr =T CokerTT ~~ 0. 
18. hOPOSITION. I f  the exact sequence 0 ---f A, - A,, -F d + 0 splits, 
then the jirst signiJicant column of (14) on the Ieft is null and, for 0 < 7 . !V, 
one will have T/( T n A,) z T/( T n L,‘). 
This slightly generalizes results of [6]. The proof of this proposition is a 
straightforward adaptation of proofs in [6] and will be omitted. 
Let us now write ATL? = ATL”pj, 0 :.< j < N (we still assume that 
T CL”). Let us fix a value s < N and consider W’LN~S-~~, with T C WCL”-“, 
O<h< N - s. Then we can obtain two diagrams of type (14) and superpose 
them, in order to obtain a three-dimensional commutative diagram by 
mapping TLV-7~ into WI,N--s--i;, DTI,“p” into D~VLN-S-‘~ and VL” into 
VLNQ. These mappings will be those induced by the obvious inclusions. The 
following relations will hold (we omit the arguments): 
Ker(ATL”-7i --+ AWL”- s-k) - Ker(DTLN-” -+ DWLN-S-k), (15) 
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and the sequence 
0 + coker(d TL”-‘; -+ AWfiv-SpJi) + coker(DTfiY-‘( 
- + coker(Vl” - ‘VI,“-s) -+ 0 
is exact. This slightly generalizes results of [6]. 
5. SOME APPLICATIONS 
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19. PROPOSITION. I f  p7 is the variety subfunctor dejned by Ti(A) = [A, A], 
then V,(B 1 A) = [B, A] for eaery ideal pair (B I A). 
Proof. Let g(%, 3/) be a commutator word in x and jj of the form given in 
18, Lemma 2.11, with f  (9, J) E X, ( an x is’oint from 7, of course). We shall d -d J 
denote by CW the set of all such commutator words. Then as we know, 
[A, A] = (g(a; a’) / g(?, 9) E C W, Z, Z’ E A). Therefore 
V+(B / A) = {g(b + a, 6’ + 2’) - g@, 6’) 1 g(%,,) E CW, 
b, b’ E B, a; a’ E A:. 
Making 6’ := 0, a -= 0 one sees that [B, A] C V+(B A). We shall show 
that P(B / A) C [B, A]. Since 
g(b + a; &’ -t a’) - g(z, a’) 
..= g(6 + a, 6’ + 3’) - g(6 + a; a’) + g(6 + a; a’) - g(z, Z’), 
it is enough to show that g(6 + Z, z’) - g(Z, a’) E [B, A]. We define the word 
g*(($ j$ (.%, 0)) = g(x + 2,~) - (- -). h’ g x, y  , t 1s is a commutator word in (x, 3) 
and (5, is). Substituting (z, a’) for (z, 3) and (6, 0) for (5, 0) we obtain an 
element of [II, A]. Finally, [B, A] is an ideal of A. 
We remark that this result holds for any type of Q-group whatsoever. 
We shall now consider the case of ordinary groups. Lets denote an ordered 
pair of integral valued functions j(i) = ji , k(i) = Ki , such that 0 < ji < i, 
0 < K+ < i. For every pair (N j G), consisting of an ordinary group G and a 
normal subgroup N, one defines the s - N-series of G [ 11. This series consists 
of pairs of normal, fully invariant subgroups N(i) = N(i, s), G(i) =- G(i, s), 
defined inductively by the equations (we use now multiplicative notation): 
N(0) = iv, W) = [WA GV41 * PW, %)I for i > 0, 
G(0) = G, G(i) = [WJ, G(h)1 for i > 0. 
If  one makes ji = ki = i - 1, the series of the G(i) will be the usual 
derived series. Making ji = i - 1, Ki = 0, then the series of the G(i) will 
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be the lower central series. For this last choice of s we shall put N(i) = 
C,(N G), where C,(N 1 G) is MacDonald’s notation. It is said in the Intro- 
duction to [ 141 that there are three types of Baer invariants, namely, (in terms 
of the free presentation (K I F)): 
(a) ‘cI,(K I F) n G(F I F) 
Cn(K/F) ’ 
(b) _Cr(K I F) * G(F cv G(F I F) 
Cr(K I F) - C,(K I F) n G(F I F) ’ 
(c> CnF I F) + Cn(F I F) ,( *) 
K 
n > r. 
(17) 
But in fact the Baer invariants are more general than this because they are 
defined in terms of the s ~ K-series of F, without restrictions on S. We shall 
obtain the first two types ((a) and (b) of (17) and the similar ones for different 
s - K-series) of Baer invariants straight from the following. 
20. PROPOSITION. For the variety functor V(G) 7 G(i, s), where G(i, s) is 
defined us ahoz~e, one has Vl(N I G) = N(i, s). 
Proof. In [7]. 
Proposition 17 tells us that, if F is a free group and K a normal subgroup, 
then the expressions (F(n) n K(u))/K(n) and F(n)/(F(n) n K(r)), (n 1 Y), are 
invariants (similar to (a) and (b) in (17)). A s f  or invariants of type (c) in (17) 
they are obtained in [14] by the use of sequences with double terms. However 
their invariance follows from the extremely simple Proposition 10, once one 
has proved two easy lemmas (which are also needed in [14]). We shall state 
them without proofs. 
We shall denote by G the category of ordinary groups, by G’ the associated 
category of ideal (normal) pairs, and by G” the subcategory of G’ whose maps 
are those maps (vi 1 v,,): (N 1 G) + (N’ 1 G’) of G’ such that the induced 
map y+: G/N + G’jN is surjective. 
21. LEMMA. The equality T(N ~ G) = N + G defines afunctor T: G” --f G. 
22. LEMMA. If (yl / vO): (N / G) - (IV’ 1 G’) is a map in G”, then the maps 
qi+: G(i)/N(i)+ G’(i)/N’(i), induced b y  th e restriction of (Tl I v,,) to (N(i) j G(i)) 
are surjective. 
Therefore, if we put T,(N / G) 1 N(n) f  G(n) for every ideal pair 
(N I G), we shall define a functor T,: G” + G. Proposition 14 tells us that, 
for every 11, [G(n), N] C N(n) and so NC T,(N / G). Let I denote, as before, 
the identity functor in G. Then we define I,: G’ + G by 1&N 1 G) 1 G; 
*If A, B a G, then A f  B = {X I x E G, [B, X] C A). 
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therefore I,(N j G) = N and so 1; C T, C I,, . A slightly different version of 
Proposition 10 will tell us that, if (K I F) . 1s a free presentation of G, then 
T,(K j F)/l,(K ; F) = (K(n) +- F(n))/K is an invariant. 
To obtain “invariants not in Baer’s form” is a simple matter. Lye shall 
take up [14, Ex. 1.23, p. 4581. Let D be the functor defined by D(G) = 
KG, ‘3, [G, Cl1 = G”, and let us take ji = i - I, K, 0. Then D(G) C 
G(3) C G(2) C G(1). I f  (K I F) is a free presentation of G, then the following 
groups are invariants: 
D(F) 
D(F) n K(i) = 
D(F) . K(i) 
K(i) ~ ’ 
D(F) n K (D(F) . K(i)) n K 
D(F) n K(i) z --qq- , i :: 1,2,3. 
Diagram (14) yields, in this concrete case, the commutative diagram: 
(F” . K(3)) n K -~ (F” . K(2)) n K (F” . K(1)) n K 
K(3) K(2) -- - KU) 
1 1 1 
F” . K(3) F” . K(2) ____-- -- 
K(3) -----+ K(2) 
~ F” .W) 
K(1) 
In order to obtain the result of [14, Ex. 1.26, 1~. 4591, we recall that, for 
--, , Y 3 S, (T”’ n L,“)/(T”’ n tr’) is an invariant. I f  one makes T2(F) = 
z(i) = F(2) == [[F,F], F], L1(F) = F(1) = [F, F], L,‘(K j F) = [[K, F], F], 
L,l(K 1 F) = [K, F], then one obtains the invariant 
Let p stand for either zero or a prime number. Given an ideal pair (IV / G), 
G being still an ordinary group, and given a certain choice of p, we shall 
denote by N #, G = = N # G the subgroup of G generated by all elements 
of the form g-l . up1 . g . u z:p with g t G, U, r: t K. If  p -- 0, then 
N # G :: [N, G]. Obviously G # G d fi L nes a variety functor for each 
choice of p. 
22. PROPOSITION. If V(G) = G# G, then Vl(nri G) =:= i\:# G 
Proof. I’,(N / G) is the normal subgroup of G generated by all elements of 
the form [gt, hu] . (Ka)r’ . ([g, h] . An)- l, where g, h, k E G, t, U, e’ EN. 
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But one has 
[gt, hu] (ke)” ([g, h] hJ’)- l 
= [gt, lzu] . (k@)f’ k ” . [g, h]p’ 
-- [gt, hu] . cn . [g, A]-l(mod[X, G]) :e +(mod[Ar, G]). 
Therefore the generators of G;(X G) are the elements of the form rCy, ZL] %.B 
withy E G, u, ‘U E :V, i.e., LJ,(LV 1 G) .= N# G. 
This result, combined with Theorem 10 and some substitutions, yields the 
following exact sequence, for Q z G/N: k&(G) + H2(Q) -+ IV/-V # G + 
H,(G) + HI(Q) -+ 0, where H,(G) stands for H,(G; ZJ. This sequence was 
deduced independently b!; Stallings, and used by him! Stammbach, and 
others [16, 171. 
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